PROPOSALS TO UNLOCK THE JOHNSONVILLE TRIANGLE – Overview

Sheet 9
- New crossing points

Sheet 4
- New crossing point
- Kerb extensions
- Existing taxi stand
- New bus stops
- Additional parking

Sheet 3
- Relocated bus stop
- New traffic signals and intersection improvements
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- Wider new bridge
- New intersection layout with additional lanes

Sheet 2
- Extra lane on SH1 off-ramp

Sheet 1
- New median island
- New traffic signals and intersection improvements
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- Shared path to help pedestrians and cyclists negotiate the roundabouts safely

Sheet 7
- New bus stops
- Additional parking

KEY:
- NO STOPPING
- FOOTPATHS
- PARKING AFFECTED
- CYCLE STOP BOX (WAITING AREA)
- SHARED PEDESTRIAN/CYCLE PATH

Community Centre
Pool
Library
Mall/Countdown
Railway Station
Mall
Service Station
Warehouse
Existing taxi stand
New crossing points